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Everybody is on board
Increased use of natural gas essential
to reduce energy costs in the short term

From left: Department of Natural & Environmental Resources Secretary Daniel J. Galán Kercadó, Environmental Quality Board President Pedro J. Nieves Miranda,
Planning Board President Héctor Morales, Solid Waste Management Authority Executive Director Elí Díaz, Energy Aﬀairs Administration Executive Director
Luis M. Bernal, and Economic Development & Commerce Secretary José R. Pérez Riera
BY CARLOS MÁRQUEZ &
GINA M. HERNÁNDEZ

cmarquez@caribbeanbusinesspr.com;
gina@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

T

he administration of Gov. Luis
Fortuño and the Puerto Rico
Electric Power Authority (Prepa)
are making a commitment and taking
concrete actions to bring down the
cost of electricity in the short term.
Curbing the use of oil by turning

more to natural gas to produce
electricity is the only way to
dramatically reduce energy costs
and greenhouse gas emissions in the
short term. With oil prices constantly
rising, renewable energy such as
solar and wind are being looked at as
the power generation sources of the
future. However, Puerto Rico can’t
wait for the future any longer.
At last, and with a single voice, the
administration and Prepa are taking

the necessary actions to address
a decades-old problem that has
hindered economic development,
hurt the environment and emptied
consumers’ pockets.
After spending an average of nearly
$4 billion a year during the past five
years for electric energy, consumers
will get a big break in their electric
bills starting in December, and
electricity costs will be cut by 30%
during the next two years.

Prepa confirmed to CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS that the cost of electricity,
currently at approximately 21 cents
per kilowatt hour (kWh), will be
slashed to about 15 cents per kWh
by 2012 and 12 cents per kWh by
2015. The average cost of electric
power on the U.S. mainland is about
10 cents per kWh.
The reduction is possible due to the
Continued on next page
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Popular for more than 35 years... and counting
BY CARLA LEWIS

it has been hard to maintain local
businesses in the industry because
hat started as a backyard busi- of the many challenges, Kikuet has
ness in a small kitchen in Bar- worked tirelessly over the years to
rio Cedros, Carolina has grown from maintain its solid standing.
Kikuet’s main focus is manufaca door-to-door sales operation into
Empresas Y-Nuina, Inc., a thriving turing and direct distribution of
company best known for its popular frozen foods. They also distribute
exclusive products such as Borimex
Kikuet brand of tasty treats.
Tortillas and Kikuet-Chup, a sauce that quickly
established itself as a
top-quality product in
the five months since
its launch.
“Our direct-sales services allow us to deliver
fresh products to more
than 500 supermarket clients islandwide
through merchandising
and electronic ordering
management,” Mangual
explained. “We also support more than 800 retailers through our Food
Service Department.”
The company’s production capacity and
sales volume process
can handle more than
1,000 orders daily, with
a fresh-product guarantee for its customers.
With more than 50
products, the company
has grown into the manEnrique “Kike” Mangual, president & founder
ufacturer with the largEmpresas Y-Nuina
est frozen-products production in Puerto Rico
and the Caribbean.
As the company has gone through
Importantly,
the company has
many changes since its launch more
than 35 years ago, founder & Presi- maintained a steady growth of 18%
dent Enrique “Kike” Mangual has over the past eight years.
This year, the company was
made sure that one thing remains
awarded
the Galardón Internacional
the same: its artisan manufacturing
Quality Crown in London, England
process.
Mangual explained that though in recognition for its leadership,
many companies have switched over quality products and excellent serthe years to cranking their products vice, according to the model that is
out through a machine, he has al- established for the award.
The Puerto Rico Products Assoways recognized the importance of
ciation,
during the celebration of
using a human hand to both create
its
annual
convention, will give out
jobs and add that certain touch that
its awards based on excellence and
machines simply cannot provide.
“This has led to our recognition as quality products and services and
Kikuet’s Entremeses Surtidos will
a great employer,” he said.
Mangual mentioned that although be named product of the year.

W

Yet Kikuet’s success hasn’t
tempted Mangual to sit back and
rely on his already well-established
products.
“Every year we develop new
products looking to introduce our
company to new markets,” he said,
including the U.S., where Kikuet’s
products have been launched successfully and are gaining ground.
Kikuet products will soon be
served in schools in New York,
New Jersey, Boston, Philadelphia
and Atlanta. The company is also
working to expand its business to
the Dominican Republic.
“We’ve even delivered products
to Hawaii,” Mangual said.
The company’s exports to the

mainland keep growing and Kikuet
hopes to close this year with a sales
increase of 10%.
On another note, Mangual is planning to focus on the construction
of new office facilities this year
that represent an investment of
$1.5 million. Plans include a new
3,900-square-foot freezer as well as
an additional 3,000 square feet for
the manufacturing plant in Canóvanas that will increase integration,
resource optimization, efficiency,
productivity and capability within
the business.
“We are going to continue to grow
to ensure we can provide the excellent services we have always strived
to deliver,” Mangual concluded. 䡲
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Puerto Rico Products Association turns 100
BY FRANCES RYAN

T

he Puerto Rico Products Association (PRPA)
is marking its 100th anniversary with preparations for the first annual Made in Puerto Rico
Fair, which is scheduled to take place August
21-22 at the Caguas Botanical Garden & Cultural
Center, CARIBBEAN BUSINESS learned.
“This is an important milestone not many
organizations can claim,” PRPA president Manuel
Figueroa said. “Historically, our organization has
never wavered from its commitment to promote,
develop, strengthen and defend the products and
services that are made locally. As times change,
the PRPA has also adapted to remain competitive
and to be more effective in showcasing our
local products both locally and abroad. We are
humbled by the opportunity to build upon the
legacy of our founders.”
When industrialist Antonio R. Barceló and other local leaders founded the PRPA in 1910, the
organization was focused on promoting the main
Puerto Rico products of that time, namely sugar,
coffee and tobacco. Since the industrialization
and diversification of the island economy, the
group’s membership has increasingly reflected
the myriad of products produced locally from
agriculture to high-technology equipment and
services.

Manuel Figueroa, president of Puerto Rico Products
Association: “Buying Puerto Rico products is a
guaranteed way to support local jobs and reinvest
in our economy, which is more important now than
ever.”

“We are also pleased to see how awareness
about the importance of buying locally grown
or manufactured products continues to increase
among the population. It is a guaranteed way to
support local jobs and reinvest in our economy,
which is more important now than ever,” added
Figueroa.
Figueroa attributes the increased awareness

of Puerto Rico products to the lasting impact of
the PRPA’s 2008 Busca el sello, invierte en ti
(Look for the stamp, invest in you) campaign,
featuring the Made in Puerto Rico stickers that
are still visible in many retail outlets and on
fleet trucks used to transport produce and other
products. He also credits strategic alliances with
the Puerto Rico Manufacturers Association and
other entities and fostering “buy local” programs
among the island’s top retailers, as in the case of
Walmart’s agriculture program.
A recent CARIBBEAN BUSINESS consumer
poll found that 95% of the population buys locally
made products on a regular basis. The survey
noted that nearly six out of every 10 consumers
(57%) purchase local products weekly, while a
substantial 86% of local consumers report doing
so every two weeks.
The Made in Puerto Rico Fair, meanwhile,
is a longtime dream come true, according to
Figueroa.
“It will be the first time where Puerto Ricans and
visitors alike can truly learn about the incredible
catalog of products and services that are produced
locally as well as the entrepreneurial minds
and dedicated workers behind these products.
In addition to an entertaining family affair,
our goal is to use the fair as a unique learning
forum to test, taste, review and experiment first
hand the quality of locally made products,” he
explained.
No details have been spared in the design of the
fair’s theme pavilions including: food products,
industrial goods, home products and services.
A children’s fair with shows and special events
will be included in the two-day event as well
as a Puerto Rico Gastronomic Road, featuring
many food fares prepared with locally grown
products. 䡲
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LA CONCHA HOTEL—APRIL 23, 2010
8:30am - 11:00am

Annual Membership
Meeting
Mirador Salon

11:30am - 1:30pm

Luncheon with
Governor Luis Fortuño
“Economic Panorama
from 2010 to 2012”
Las Nereidas Ballroom

7:00pm

Banquet Gala and
Awards Presentation
Las Nereidas Ballroom
Musical Entertainment:
Melina León

conversion of a substantial part of
Prepa’s generating plants to natural
gas instead of fuel oil. By 2012 Puerto
Rico’s use of natural gas to generate
electricity will double from 15% to
30% with a proportional reduction in
oil dependency currently at 70%.
The increased use of less expensive,
cleaner-burning natural gas is part
of the Fortuño administration’s
public policy to diversify Puerto
Rico’s energy sources to reduce the
island’s dependence on oil. The aim
is to cut energy costs to make the
island more competitive and protect
the environment.
Oil prices are expected to remain
well above U.S. natural gas prices
over the next 25 years, according
to the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Energy Information Agency. Natural
gas has been an average of 38%
cheaper than oil for the past five
years and 28% cheaper over the past
decade.
Prepa’s fuel costs are automatically
passed on to customers via a monthly
fuel adjustment mechanism.
The expanded use of natural gas
in Puerto Rico will parallel the
expanded use of natural gas on the
U.S. mainland. Vigorous construction
of natural gas infrastructure on the
mainland has included some 84 new
pipeline projects in 48 states over
the past few years, adding close to
4,000 additional miles of natural gas
pipelines and expansion of existing
pipelines since 2008.
Approximately 180 new projects
are already being planned in the
States, representing a potential
10,200 miles of new pipelines in a
grid throughout the U.S.
Most of the natural gas consumed
in the U.S. is produced in the U.S.
(84%). Canada provides another
13% of the natural gas used in the
U.S. while only 3% is imported from
other sources. This is helping the
states cap energy-generation costs
as they reduce their dependence on
oil from Venezuela and the Middle
East.
The continued growth in the use
of natural gas in the States is due
to the much lower cost compared to
oil and the proven safety record of
natural gas. Environmentally, natural
gas produces fewer emissions, and it
dissolves into the atmosphere in the
case of leaks.
Natural gas is considered so safe

“Prepa’s plans to diversify its fuel sources
with the conversion of some of its
generating plants to natural gas will reduce
the island’s dependence on oil for
electric energy generation which should,
in turn, eventually result in a lower
electric bill for all consumers.”
Gov. Luis G. Fortuño

that the White House, Pentagon
and the U.S. Capitol are now
heated with natural gas. So are 63
million residential homes (25%)
and five million commercial clients
throughout the U.S.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AND THE ENVIRONMENT

“Many people have the generalized
assumption that economic development and environmental concerns
are mutually exclusive and can never
occupy the same space. Nothing is
further from the truth. We have designed and have been implementing a plan based on the simple idea
that the environment and economic
development can go hand in hand,”
Fortuño said.
“The key word here is integration.
Our aim is to develop greener
alternatives for our energy needs
that go hand in hand with our goals
for achieving a higher competitive
standing in the global market,”
the governor said. “We would
position Puerto Rico as a leader in
the development of strategies for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Our team is working very hard to
make that happen.”
Green initiatives, cost-effective
and environmentally friendly energy
sources and reducing the island’s
dependence on fossil fuels all fit with
the economic development issues of
job creation and “true progress for
every individual. That is essentially
what this integrated plan is all about,”
Fortuño said.

“Prepa’s plans to further diversify
its fuel sources with the conversion
of some of its generating plants to
natural gas will reduce the island’s
dependence on oil for electric energy
generation which should, in turn,
eventually result in a lower electric
bill for all consumers,” the governor
said.
Currently, the public utility’s power
generation is 68.7% dependent on
imported oil, with 16.1% stemming
from natural gas and 15% from
coal. Prepa itself is almost entirely
reliant on oil as the power generated
at natural gas and coal plants are
privately owned. The remainder of
the utility’s power generation comes
from several small hydropower
production facilities.

BRINGING MORE NATURAL GAS
ONLINE

“Natural gas-based electricity
production is safe, reliable,
economical and environmentally
friendly. This is what we have to
look for if we want to reduce our
electric bills. To reach this goal we
must rid ourselves of the oil and
convert our power units to natural
gas—a clean, economic, abundant
fuel with a much more stable price
than oil. That will help us quickly
lower our clients’ electric bills by
up to 30%,” said Prepa Executive
Director Miguel A. Cordero.
“The public policy is geared toward
reducing energy costs within the next
two years. Prepa’s clients could see a
significant reduction in their electric
bill,” said Planning Board President
Héctor Morales.
Cordero expects to start generating
electricity from natural gas at the
massive 1,090 megawatt (MW) Costa
Sur plant in Guayanilla before the end

of the year. Then Prepa will proceed
with the conversions to natural gas
of the San Juan Combined Cycle
plant units 1 and 2 (440 MW), San
Juan units 3, 4, 5 and 6 (400 MW),
Palo Seco units 3 and 4 (432 MW),
and Cambalache units 1, 2 and 3 in
Arecibo before the end of 2011.
The substitution of natural gas for
oil is the only way to dramatically
reduce energy costs and emissions
in the short term. Although both
fuel sources are imported, natural
gas will siphon off much less money
from the island economy. (See side
bar on page 28.)
Cordero also plans to convert
Aguirre plant units 1 and 2 (900
MW) in Salinas from oil to “clean
coal” before the end of 2011.
By early 2012, natural gas will represent 30% of Prepa’s fuel sources,
coal 30%, and oil less than 40%.
“You have to look at oil not at
its current cost, but where it might
go. That’s why we have to strike a
balance. We are including renewable
resources, but we want to bring
energy costs to the lowest level
possible,” Cordero said. “Coal is
definitely better for Puerto Rico than
oil. The cost is lower, and its price
and supply is very stable.”
The reserves of coal on the U.S.
mainland are enormous, representing
approximately 25% of the world
reserves.
In the long term (2020), renewable
sources of energy (wind, sun and
hydro, among others) are expected
to represent 15%, further reducing
oil share to approximately 25%.
While renewable energy sources and
technologies are key to achieving
fuel diversity, their implementation
is time-consuming and does not
Continued on page 22
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Continued from page 21

translate into marked reductions in
electricity prices in the short term.
Currently, natural gas is used
by private sector cogenerator
EcoEléctrica (507 MW) in Peñuelas
to provide approximately 15% of
Prepa’s needs. Applied Energy
Systems (AES) provides another
15% through its 454 MW coal-fired
plant in Guayama.
“EcoEléctrica and AES emerged as
a solution for the electricity demand
crisis we faced during the 1990s.
At that time, we looked toward the
private sector to reach natural gas
and coal cogenerating agreements,”
Cordero said.
According to Cordero, EcoEléctrica
and AES were instrumental at a time
when the government was looking
for choices to reduce Puerto Rico’s
99% fuel oil dependency during
the Pedro Rosselló administration.

“Natural gas-based electricity production
is safe, reliable, economical and
environmentally-friendly… if we want to
reduce our electricity bill…we must rid
ourselves of the oil and convert our power units
to natural gas … that will help
us quickly lower our
clients’ electric bill by up to 30%.”
Prepa Executive Director Miguel A. Cordero

EcoEléctrica came online in 2000,
followed by AES in 2002.
Aside from generating electricity
at a lower cost than Prepa’s oil-fired
plants, the safety and environmental
records of both cogenerators is
outstanding.

The selection of Costa Sur to start to coal also takes into consideration
with the conversion process was its proximity to AES.
not taken by chance as it is located
near the EcoEléctrica facility,
NATURAL GAS DELIVERY:
which includes a vital liquid natural
PIPELINE OR BARGES?
gas (LNG) terminal, facilitating
The supply of natural gas to other
transportation of natural gas to
Continued on next page
Costa Sur. The Aguirre conversion
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Island PPP program likely to spark Japanese interest
Ambassador sees potential for increased trade, investment with Asian powerhouse
BY JOHN MARINO

a biotechnology center and research & development center, which include the creation of a
new Science City district. In fact a “world-class”
contract-research organization (CRO) from Japan
will set up shop in Puerto Rico if the Guayama
monkey-breeding facility is established, Puerto
Rico Industrial Development Co. Executive Director Javier Vázquez said recently.
“Automobiles, electronics and some pharmaceuticals. That’s a good representation of what
we do,” Nishimiya said.

marino@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

P

uerto Rico and Japan may be oceans apart,
but there is a world of possibility that could
lead to increased commercial and cultural ties
between the two islands.
Ambassador Shinichi Nishimiya, the consul
general of Japan in New York, sees potential interest from Japanese companies in the island government’s public-private partnership program,
particularly in the transportation and energy arenas, as well as the potential for increased tourism
and trade between Japan and Puerto Rico.
“The name recognition of Puerto Rico is pretty
high in Japan. What we need now is real exchange
in both the economic and cultural aspects,” the
ambassador told CARIBBEAN BUSINESS in
an exclusive interview during his recent business
and cultural outreach trip to the island.
Nishimiya had met with Gov. Luis Fortuño and
was slated to meet with House Speaker Jenniffer
González, Senate Majority Leader Roberto
Arango and Senate Economic Development
& Planning Committee Chairwoman Norma
Burgos, when he took time to sit down with
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS to discuss the possibilities between the two island jurisdictions.
He also had slated meetings with the State and
Economic Development & Commerce departments, as well as with private business leaders
and prominent members of the academic community. Also, on the agenda was a meeting with
the local Japanese community, with 60 heads
of households making up the local Japanese
Association.
“Puerto Rico is pretty well recognized in Japan.
I think many people, if not most, would be able
to place Puerto Rico on the map. They know the
name. It’s thanks to famous Puerto Ricans we
recognize,” he said.
For people of his generation, that’s most likely
José Feliciano, he said, but today’s generation
will more likely know Ricky Martin or Jennifer
López. Japanese interest in Major League Baseball (MLB) also works to spread knowledge of
Puerto Rico, the ambassador said.
“Through the MLB the man in the street learns
just how well the Puerto Rican players are doing,” he said. “We have also had Puerto Rican
players playing in Japan. Mario Ponce and Dickey González were pretty famous actually. And
the nomination of Supreme Court Justice Sonia
Sotomayor was big news as well.”
Nishimiya said that Japanese companies have
plenty of contacts in his home base of New York
and decades of doing business, and that New
York and Japan have interacted culturally as well
for decades.

LEVERAGING A $2 BILLION RELATIONSHIP

Ambassador Shinichi Nishimiya,
consul general of Japan in New York

“In Manhattan, things are basically left to the
marketplace, but we are looking beyond that.
That’s where Puerto Rico comes in,” he said.
“There is a potential to introduce each other both
on the cultural and the economic side. I want to
report to my companies what is happening outside of New York.”
The Fortuño administration’s new PPP Authority and its effort to attract private investment
struck Nishimiya as a real opportunity for companies to profit, and a great way for the government
to raise money for needed infrastructure projects.
And he said Japanese companies would likely be
interested in some of the deals. Japanese firms
are particularly adept at energy-efficiency technology, public trains and subways, and increasingly pharmaceutical research & development.
The PPP model would probably attract the most
interest from both Japanese energy and transportation firms, according to the ambassador.
Japanese firms also want to sell their “energyefficient” technology throughout the world as
attention focuses on holding down greenhousegas emissions and foreign energy consumption,
he said.
“If things mature here, Japanese companies
may be interested in here as well. Right now, they
are very interested in President Barack Obama’s
high-speed rail initiative,” he said, adding that a
Japanese firm produces New York City subway
cars.
Japanese biotechnology and research & development firms would also be interested in Puerto
Rico government plans to develop the island into

Trade between Puerto Rico and Japan has
surpassed $2 billion and continues to grow, according to Planning Board figures. In fiscal 2009,
trade hit $2.325 billion. Puerto Rico exports to
Japan reached $784.4 million in 2009, up from
$687.9 million the previous year.
There are six large Japanese companies on the
island and several more smaller ones, the ambassador said. Japanese firms are also represented
through independent distributorships and other
relationships.
Japan also has something else in common with
Puerto Rico: a desire to improve on the teaching
of English. For years, native English speakers
have been traveling to Japan to teach teenagers
English, but the effort is being driven down to
the elementary school grades.
“We are expanding the English education to the
primary schools, which is a much better place for
students to start to get in touch with your native
speakers,” Nishimiya said. “We are not renowned
in the world as good speakers of English. Given this new opportunity, there is no reason this
should not change.”
Japan’s familiarity with Puerto Rico through
popular culture (salsa music is extremely popular
in Japan) makes increased tourism another possibility, Nishimiya said. A good way to begin
luring more Japanese tourists here would be to
cater to those already visiting Disney World and
New York and may like the idea of also visiting
the Caribbean.
It would also help if the island had some Japanese language infrastructure in place in terms
of guides, hotel staff and receipts. Such infrastructure would not have to be widespread, just
a single specialized hotel or resort.
He said Japanese people have traveled extensively and are looking for new destinations. Puerto Rico’s status as a cruiseship hub also helps,
since Japanese travelers are beginning to look
into luxury cruises more and more.
“Many Japanese have traveled abroad many
times and they are looking for new places, so
who knows. New York has been overvisited,”
he said. 䡲
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Doral Bank develops leaders in-house and beyond
Takes leadership skills and training to island’s municipalities
BY LAWSON D. THURSTON

tools that measure effectiveness and the impact
on business. The average annual training hours
for our associates has reached 65,000 annually
and we have created over 30 internal online training resources and have cross-trained 35% of our
workforce in additional functions beyond what
they normally do,” Rodríguez said.

lawson@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

E

very successful business requires effective
leadership to help develop and maximize the
skills of its workforce in order to achieve its objectives. At its core, leadership is all about spurring
people to places they would not go alone.
Doral Bank has taken this idea to new heights,
moving beyond the positive impacts on the business and extending the benefits to Puerto Rico
municipalities.
Doral CEO Glen Wakeman spurred the leadership drive by providing a Harvard University course
(13 sessions) to his key management team last
year. The local bank is continuing the course
this year with a second group of supervisors and
managers.
Wakeman’s utilization of the Harvard courses
coincided with a $1.3 million investment in a
state-of- the-art leadership training center that
occupies an entire floor of Doral Financial Plaza
and has the capacity to train 275 participants in
12 fully equipped rooms.
“We created the Doral Leadership Center with
the vision of increasing the leadership skills of
our associates so that they have more opportunities and options for personal and professional
development,” said Ilia S. Rodríguez, senior vice
president of talent & organizational development
at Doral and director of the Leadership Center.
In addition to Rodríguez, the center has seven
full-time associates dedicated to the development
and training of personnel.
“The way we see it, the extent to which we
strengthen our leaders’ skills strengthens Doral’s

EMPOWERING COMMUNITY LEADERS

Ilia S. Rodríguez, senior vice president of talent &
organizational development at Doral and director of
the Leadership Center

execution and better positions us to contribute
more strongly to the various communities in
Puerto Rico,” Rodríguez said.
The executive, who holds a doctorate in organizational psychology, said the Leadership Center
provides for training that utilizes a variety of
teaching methodologies that apply to real circumstances and can be implemented to positively
impact Doral’s business.
“These methods include online computer simulations, classroom training, case studies and other

Earlier this year, Doral offered its first leadership conference outside of the organization,
taking its program to the Humacao municipal
government. The effort reached the Humacao
mayor and roughly 70 municipal employees.
Another municipal government training session
was scheduled for Canóvanas this week, with a
third to follow next month in Cayey.
“Our goal is to deliver conferences to 15 municipalities this year,” said Rodríguez.
As part of the Women’s Leadership Network,
another Doral initiative this year has been to offer
free online leadership training, mentoring women
leaders and professionals in Puerto Rico.
Within the same focus on women, Doral created “Style a Student,” an initiative through
which the company provides business attire for
young women honor students with limited economic resources who are graduating from college, helping to prepare them for their first job
interviews and job search. They also receive a
leadership seminar provided by the Leadership
Center.
“As a community bank, Doral puts its partners
and the community first. It is part of our philosophy that what we develop internally, we share
externally,” Rodríguez concluded. 䡲
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“Not acting will mean not being
able to respond to the call for
lower prices from our residential,
commercial and industrial clients,
who are overwhelmed by the high
cost of oil,” said Cordero.
Considering the opposition sparked
by the scuttled south coast pipeline
from Peñuelas to Aguirre, and the
time involved in the construction
of a pipeline from Peñuelas to San
Juan, barges and buoys may be the
system selected to deliver natural
gas to Prepa’s generation plants. Oil
tankers currently supply these plants
with fuel oil directly.

Prepa generation plants is a different
story. The solution will be either the
construction of a pipeline from the
EcoEléctrica terminal to Arecibo
and San Juan, or direct supply to the
different plants by barges and buoy
systems.
Morales said a feasibility study,
expected to be finalized during
the next few months, is analyzing
the alternatives to supply Prepa’s
generating plants with natural gas.
“We met with EQB and Prepa officials last week to discuss the alterna-

“…we will be reducing and stabilizing the price
of electricity, improving global competiveness,
protecting the environment, improving public
health and creating a new strong renewable
energy industry that will create thousands
of green jobs and a sustainable economic
development.”
José R. Pérez Riera,
Secretary Economic Development and Commerce

tives and technologies, and we will be
conducting site inspections during the
next few weeks,” Morales said.
Prepa and the new Public-Private
Partnership Authority are taking the
lead in the process as other pertinent
agencies are providing technical and
all other necessary information to

make an informed selection of the
best alternative.
Prepa has already analyzed
potential routes for a potential north
coast natural gas pipeline.
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS reported
in May 2007 that after conducting
various feasibility studies, a north

“The public policy is geared to reduce the
energy cost within the next two years. Prepa’s
clients could see a significant reduction in their
electric energy bill.”
Héctor Morales,
president of the Planning Board

coast gas pipeline route plan was
almost set to stretch from Peñuelas
through Utuado, to the Cambalache
plant in Arecibo. Potential additional
phases included spurs along the
north coast from Arecibo east to the
Puerto Nuevo and San Juan power
plants. The estimated cost of the
pipeline was $150 million. Another
alternative was to go north along
the west coast to provide service to
Mayagüez and then along the north
coast to Arecibo and San Juan. (CB
May 24, 2007).
At the time, Prepa Utility, a
Prepa subsidiary, was exploring the
possibility of a downstream market
to supply private-sector clients along
the gas pipeline’s path.
Either way, it is expected that
the delivery of natural gas will be
completed through a public-private
partnership.
Morales said that the study and permits should be ready by December,
or earlier, so the development of the
chosen alternative can be initiated.
“We have to succeed. Not
doing anything or failing are not
alternatives. Puerto Rico needs it both
economically and environmentally,”
said Environmental Quality Board
(EQB) President Pedro Nieves.

Community and environmental
protests that halted construction on
the south coast pipeline had little
to do with the actual dangers of a
natural gas pipeline. Natural gas is
a very safe gas; it isn’t propane gas,
which was what caused the explosion
in Río Piedras in November 1996.
(See side bar on page 27.)
Natural gas supplies approximately
24% of all of the energy used in the
United States. In 2008, the U.S.
consumed 23.2 trillion cubic feet
of natural gas, and consumption is
expected to increase 20% by 2030,
according to the U.S. Department of
Energy.

ADMINISTRATION TOP OFFICIALS
SPEAK WITH ONE VOICE

This time around, Prepa’s plans
have the support of top officials
within the administration, and no
bureaucratic snags are expected.
“The cost of energy impacts
our quality of life and global
competiveness. Puerto Rico’s energy
cost is approximately two times
higher than the average in the U.S.
We spend more than $5 billion a
year importing fuel. For each $100
Continued on page 24
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MANUFACTURING

Continued from page 23

we make, we have to spend $12 in
energy. For each dollar increase in
the price of oil, $70 million leaves
the local economy. The last two
administrations did very little to
address this problem, and today we
are suffering the consequences,”
said Economic Development &
Commerce Secretary José R. Pérez
Riera.
“With the energy reform we
will be reducing and stabilizing
the price of electricity, improving
global competiveness, protecting
and conserving the environment,
improving public health and creating
a new strong renewable energy
industry that will create thousands
of green jobs and a sustainable
economic development,” added
Pérez Riera.
“The first step is the reduction of
energy costs,” said Morales. “To
achieve it we must implement the
public policy clearly established by
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Perfecseal to expand Carolina plant capacity by 30%
Company will also create a new distribution center to enhance just-in-time service

“We have to succeed. Not doing anything or
failing are not alternatives. Puerto Rico needs
it both economically and environmentally.”
Pedro J. Nieves Miranda,
Environmental Quality Board president

Fortuño to minimize oil dependency
and diversify energy sources. Lower
costs will improve our competiveness
in the short term.”
“The administration’s public policy
is that economic development is not
in conflict with environmental protection. In that sense the government
is promoting and creating mechanisms to diversify the energy sources
to reduce energy costs that will allow

a greater economic development and
improve our global competiveness,
attracting investment to the island
while protecting the environment,”
added Nieves.
“At EQB we want to make sure
that the new technologies comply
with the regulatory parameters and
the established public policy. We are
working to establish the necessary
mechanisms to be fair with the

communities but also with the markets
and bondholders,” Nieves said.
“Energy is an area where
development and environmental
protection converge, but by no means
do these elements have to clash.
Development projects have changed,
and there is more awareness now of
its environmental impact. In fact,
Continued on next page

BY LAWSON D. THURSTON

lawson@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

P

erfecseal is expanding its thermoformed
manufacturing capacity by 30% and creating a new distribution center at is Carolina
facility.
Perfecseal Inc., a unit of Bemis Company, is
a world leader in the design and manufacture of
medical and pharmaceutical packaging.
Perfecseal President Paul Verbeten said that
the 30% expansion of the local tray thermoforming manufacturing capacity, including the
installation of new state-of-the-art equipment, is
evidence of the company’s commitment to customers in the Caribbean region and the “growing demand for high-quality, cost-effective trays
with increasing design complexity.”
Perfecseal Operations Manager Luis Silva
said the distribution center is being developed
to enhance just-in-time service to customers.
“This investment will deliver unprecedented
value to medical device manufacturers in the

region by providing greater sourcing flexibility
and shorter lead-times, thus reducing customers’
inventories and total landed costs,” Silva said.
The company’s healthcare dedicated facilities
focus exclusively on the manufacture of medicaldevice, pharmaceutical and diagnostic packaging.
The facility in Carolina supports clients based
in Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic and
produces a full range of application-specific packaging products including thermoformed trays,
heat seal coated DuPont Tyvek and medical-grade
paper lids, pouches, labels, printed and unprinted
film and foil-based rollstock.
Perfecseal supports global medical product
quality standards and practices, such as ISO
11607, ISO 14971 and ISO 13485. ISO 13485
specifies requirements for quality management
systems in which organizations demonstrate the
ability to provide medical devices and related
services that consistently meet both customer
and regulatory requirements.
Earlier this year, Perfecseal announced registration to the ISO 13485:2003 Medical Device

Quality Management System for its facility
in Carolina, completing the registration of all
U.S.-based Perfecseal facilities to this quality
management system, bringing the total number of Perfecseal facilities registered to ISO
13485:2003 to six, including the Perfecseal
facility in Derry, Northern Ireland, and the company’s five U.S. locations including the Carolina
facility and those in Philadelphia, Pa; Mankato,
Minn; Oshkosh, Wis.; and New London, Wis.
Using six sigma tools, lean methodology,
and other approaches, the company’s process
improvement group strives for a culture of continuous improvement throughout the organization as engineers constantly seek to minimize
variation and maximize efficiency.
Bemis Company is a major supplier of flexible
packaging and pressure-sensitive materials used
by leading food, consumer products, healthcare and other companies worldwide. Founded
in 1858, the company is included in the S&P
500 index and reported 2009 net sales of $3.5
billion. 䡲
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Local hotels work to land business travelers
About 65% of annual visitors to P.R. are business-related; economic crisis,
new technology cut travel budgets; hotels adapt to lure visitors
BY FRANCES RYAN

frances@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

R

oughly 65% of Puerto Rico’s 1.2
million annual visitors come to
the island for business-related reasons. About one-third are individual
business travelers, according to official tourism industry figures, which
represents a steep drop from the 55%
mark of just three decades ago.
Having a large business-related
tourism base, including individual
travelers and the meetings/groups
segment, represents an important
cross-selling opportunity to promote the island’s leisure industry,
local gastronomy and sightseeing to
entice business travelers to return to
Puerto Rico for vacations.
While the volume of business travelers has declined in recent decades,
tourism executives still value the
segment because it helps diversify
the island’s overall tourism offer,
helps maintain hotel occupancy in
between peak leisure travel seasons
and provides an ongoing source of
cross-marketing opportunities to
showcase Puerto Rico’s attractions
as a leisure destination.
“It’s definitely very important,”
said Puerto Rico Hotel & Tourism
Association (PRHTA) President
Clarisa Jiménez. “Puerto Rico has
always been, and continues to be,
a premier business travel destination within the Caribbean. Given
the island’s sophisticated business
economy, with solid manufacturing, banking, technology and retail
sectors and a U.S.-based economy,
it remains a major business hub in
the region.”
The PRHTA chief said the volume of business travel has declined
primarily due to the global, national
and local economic downturns that
continue to take a toll on business
travel budgets.
“Also, the advent of new technologies has impacted the business travel
segment directly,” Jiménez said.
Telecommunications tools like
wireless telephones, video conferencing, conference calls, Skype, VoIP
(voice over Internet protocol) and
other options have replaced about

Clarisa Jiménez, president of
Puerto Rico Hotel & Tourism
Association, says individual business
travelers account for 33% of annual
visitors to the island.

one-third of previous business trips,
according to Jiménez.
“However, there’s no replacement
for the experiential value of personto-person contact or personal meetings,” said Olga Cano, director of
sales at the Doubletree San Juan in
Condado, a 184-room hotel that caters mostly to corporate travelers.
Although bookings stemming from
business travel remain fairly steady,
the segment has become increasingly
competitive. Most local hotels have
added telecommunications features
and expanded their meeting facilities
to complement their bookings with
business travelers.
“Overall, business travelers have
also become more demanding. They
generally have very limited time and
budgets to conduct their business,
usually running very hectic work
schedules,” Cano said.
“They need their hotel rooms to
serve as their office away from home,
a place where everything works well
and if there is any interruption, service or repair is readily available,
because every minute counts. They

need service but don’t want service
staff to be in their way. And if they
have some time off, they look for
convenience and access to restaurants, nightlife and transportation,”
Cano said.
The type of business traveler and
their average length of stay have also
changed, according to industry executives interviewed by CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS. Business trips are shorter with fewer or no weekends in between. High-tech, health-related and
financial executives have replaced
pharmaceutical and cosmetics executives as the most frequent guests.
Visitors working on special projects
seek extended-stay facilities or negotiate special packages with local
hotels.
“For business visitors, hassle-free
service rather than room rates is
perhaps the most important criteria
when selecting a hotel. Among the
most frequently requested features
or amenities they look for are free
Internet with high-speed access,
comfortable and clean rooms, good
and friendly service and complimentary breakfast.
Generally, all major hospitality companies have hotel properties
oriented to meet the needs of the
business travel segment. Among the
island properties are the Marriott
San Juan, Conrad Condado Plaza,
Radisson Ambassador, Hampton Inn,
Best Western, Doubletree, Holiday
Inn Ponce, Holiday Inn Mayagüez,
Four Points by Sheraton in Caguas
and Humacao, the new Sheraton
Puerto Rico Hotel & Casino in
Miramar, El Convento in Old San
Juan and Verdanza in Isla Verde.
For entrepreneur Juan San Miguel,
owner of San Miguel Plaza in
Bayamón, business travel is good
business. He recently completed a
$2.4 million expansion to add 22
rooms, bringing the hotel’s total to
66, and reworking its restaurant from
Puerto Rican-Latin American fare
to an international-Latin American
menu. The expansion also added 10
direct and indirect jobs to its existing 35.
The hotel, across from San Pablo
Hospital in Bayamón, also features

meeting rooms with capacity for 300
guests and offers state-of-the-art audiovisual equipment.
“Despite difficult economic times,
we have seen our market grow in
three specific areas: business/corporate travelers, military guests and visitors related to San Pablo Hospital,”
said Suheil Mercado, controller &
human resources manager, adding
the new rooms will help meet growing demand. “We have taken an important niche and focused on meeting
their hospitality and business needs
with good service, top business facilities and accessibility.”
TOP 10 FREQUENTLY
REQUESTED AMMENITIES
BY BUSINESS TRAVELERS
1. Complimentary Wi-Fi (high
speed wireless Internet
access)
2. Multiple electrical sockets
in hotel rooms
3. Free local calls
4. 24-hour fitness center
5. Complimentary in-room
coffeemakers and bottled
water
6. Comfortable beds and
clean rooms
7. Multiple concierge services (including dining reservations, entertainment and
ground transportation)
8. Late dining and grab-andgo meal options
9. Frequent flyer programs
10. Full-service business
center

PRHTA chief Jiménez listed the
features that make Puerto Rico an
ideal business destination including:
easy airport access to metropolitan
hotels; the best airlift in the region
to and from the mainland U.S. and
connecting flights to Europe and
Latin America; a bilingual business
economy; an established banking
and insurance sector; and the security that comes from doing business
under the U.S. flag. 䡲
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conservation promotes economic
development,” said Department of
Natural & Environmental Resources
Secretary Daniel Galán.
“By reducing energy costs we will
increase Puerto Rico’s competiveness. We must consider other factors such as using fuel sources that
are cleaner than burning oil fuel
and that selected technologies will
reduce carbon dioxide emissions. It
is important to take into consideration not only the short-term conservation efforts and the adoption of
renewable energy sources but also
the environmental impact and cost
factors,” said Energy Affairs Administration (EAA) Executive Director
Luis Bernal.
“The strategy is geared not only to
address energy generation but also
the energy consumption behavior
patterns of all sectors. By establishing
efficiency and conservation measures
we can reduce energy consumption
and reduce the amount of fuel Prepa
has to buy,” added Bernal.
“In that sense we have to establish
clear and efficient rules that take into
consideration the feasibility of the
different type of operations in Puerto
Rico. We are seeing how corporate
citizens globally and locally are
increasing their environmental
conscience. They want to reduce their
environmental impact, and we have
to help them be more competitive
creating a better business place
where they can invest and operate,”
Nieves said.

ENERGY PLAN EXPECTED
TO SAVE $8 BILLION

The renewable energy reform will
create more than 10,000 jobs in the
next five years with an estimated
investment of $4 billion during the
next 10 years, of which $2 billion are
expected to come from the private
sector, according to administration
estimates.
Savings of an additional $8 billion
for the economy are projected over
the next 20 years.
“Rather than being exported as
a result of oil purchases in foreign
markets, this money would stay in
Puerto Rico,” said Pérez Riera. “This
means that more money will stay
circulating in the local economy, and
consumers will have more money in
their pockets.” (See chart.)
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NATURAL GAS AND RENEWABLE
ENERGY PROJECTS WILL
REDUCE EMISSIONS

Prepa, a large generator of carbon
dioxide (CO2) has realized that one
of the fastest ways to cut greenhouse
gas emissions is substituting oil for
natural gas.
“We expect significant emission
reductions through the conversion
of a substantial number of Prepa’s
plants from oil to natural gas,” said
Cordero.
Producing electric energy with
natural gas generates substantially

“We are undertaking efforts in all areas.
There is a parallel implementation, but the
impact of renewable projects will be in a longer
term than the conversion from oil to natural gas.
That doesn’t mean its implementation is being
left for later.
If we keep delaying those options,
we’ll never get to the goal.”
Luis M. Bernal, executive director of the Energy Affairs Administration

Prepa spent an annual average
of $1.9 billion buying foreign oil
during each of the past five years,
representing a total of $9.5 billion
that left the local economy.
Pérez Riera told CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS that the Fortuño administration was ready to present two energy-related legislative bills on April
20 to promote renewable energy.
“The first bill will establish a
minimum of 15% energy production
from renewable sources by 2020.
The second bill will create a $20
million Green Energy Fund (GEF)
to provide incentives for small
and midsize projects and create
renewable energy credits (RECs)
for larger projects that could be
instrumental in achieving the 15%
renewable energy production goal,”
said Pérez Riera.
“Our administration, in conjunction
with the federal government, will
work on this initiative to promote
the creation of a new industry of
renewable energy in Puerto Rico,”
he added.

less emission than with oil. A recent
study by Prepa found that natural gas
could reduce sulfur dioxide emissions
by 98%, carbon dioxide by 30%, and
other regulated emissions by 65%.
(See side bar.)
Nieves, the EQB president,
explained that some companies
are already measuring their CO2
emissions in anticipation of federal
regulatory action.
“The EQB is starting to do it,
although in a limited manner,” he
said.
“Although currently we are just
monitoring to verify the amount that
is being generated, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has been
very clear that they want to regulate
CO2 emissions possibly through the
issuance of credits. I recently met
with the officials in charge of the
program, and they are being very
aggressive. We will see specific
regulation by the end of this term,
and Congress is already working on
an energy bill,” said Nieves.

RENEWABLE ENERGY STRATEGY

Island government agencies are simultaneously working on additional
projects with the same cost-reduction and environmental compliance
goals. Those benefits, however, will
come in the mid- to long term.
The energy diversification strategy
includes integrating renewable
energy sources, like solar, wind
(eolic) and waste-to-energy (WtE)
projects into the equation.
“The renewable energy reform is
but one component within a more
comprehensive and wide-reaching
plan which includes the conversion
of generating plants to use natural
gas instead of oil and WtE plants in
conjunction with renewable energy
projects among others,” said Pérez
Riera.
“Basically, what we’re looking for
is using renewable technologies to
supply the peak demand [the period
of stronger consumer demand].
We’re looking to supply Prepa’s
base load demand [the minimum
amount of power the utility must
make available to its customers] with
natural gas. This reduces the floor, or
base capacity, providing them space
to invest in renewable energy sources
that will eventually stabilize prices,”
added Bernal.
Officials noted that the sun doesn’t
shine all day and the wind doesn’t
blow all the time.

FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR
ENERGY PROGRAMS

Through the American Recovery
& Reinvestment Act’s (ARRA) State
Energy Program (SEP), the federal
government has already assigned
and distributed funds for the
installation of photovoltaic panels,
both on residential and commercial
levels, among other energy-related
programs.
Puerto Rico is receiving $99 million to fund the local SEP and weatherization programs, both administered by Bernal’s EAA.
“An advantage of these smallscale implementations is that they
expose citizens to renewable energy
technologies, so they can see it first
hand and learn how they work, with a
minimal impact on Prepa’s system,”
said Bernal.
“In fact,” he added, “the incentives
aim to stimulate the switch from fossil
fuel dependence to renewable energy.
Continued on page 26
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Since ARRA calls for environmental
compliance and establishes a term
to use these incentives, it’s limited
to the two renewable energy sources
that meet those requirements, solar
and wind. Under that premise, we
have to comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
which provides for categorical
exclusions that make way for faster
implementation.”
“That’s a neat and clear example of
implementing efficient environmental
protection policies that are not counter to economic development. ARRA
has been a great guide in that sense,
and Puerto Rico has set an example
in the way we’ve implemented it. We
want to do the same for the remaining
energy projects by working as a cohesive government unit in the evaluation
process and implementation, rather
than making separate efforts. Each
agency has a complementary role to
play in order to make these things
happen quickly,” added Nieves.

INCREASED SPEED FOR WIND
PROJECTS DEVELOPMENT

In March, the Planning Board
certified the 45-megawatt Windmar
renewable-energy project in Guayanilla, which will represent the first
commercial-scale renewable energy
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Prepa has signed a renewable
energy source contract for a wind
project in Arecibo (50 MW) and
another in Naguabo (75 MW). There
are other windmill projects proposed
for an additional 50 MW.
In the meantime, the Planning Board
is drafting regulation of wind-energy
generation with the process open for
public comment until April 26.
“This regulation entails everything
involved in wind turbine installation
on different scales, like capacity
and performance, and what these
represent for nearby structures and

MUNICIPALITIES/LEGISLATURE

A LONG OVERDUE STRATEGY IS

Hernández Colón

NOW A PRIORITY

Continued from previous page

The federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recommends a
hierarchy of actions for the efficient
management of solid waste that
include reducing waste generation
from the source first, recycling and
composting second. Waste combustion comes third, followed by landfill
disposal.
Elí Díaz, executive director of the
Solid Waste Management Authority
(SWMA), echoed the EPA recommendations, considering that WtE
facilities (where waste is burned
to generate electricity) represent a
viable alternative to manage the island’s solid waste crisis, reducing its
“Energy is an area where development
volume by almost 90%, while contributing to the generation of cleaner
and environmental protection converge,
energy than other fuel sources.
“WtE is an essential part of our
but by no means do these elements
strategy, given that it provides
have to clash.”
diversification options, both for
solid waste management and energy
Daniel J. Galán Kercadó,
generation,” said Díaz.
Department of Natural & Environmental Resources secretary
Unlike renewable energy sources
like sun and wind, WtE facilities
have reliability on their side.
“The resource to generate electricproject in Puerto Rico. The $80 mil- inhabitants,” said Bernal.
ity in WtE facilities is solid waste.
lion project consists of 25 wind turBernal said that the particular
While this is not a renewable source,
bines that will provide enough elec- characteristics and applicable
Puerto Ricans produce enough of it
tricity to power more than 20,000 technology of eolic technologies
for us to incorporate in the base load
homes.
make regulation indispensable.
energy generation strategy. It’s not
an intermittent resource like the sun
or the wind. It’s constant, therefore
we can design and establish a constant flow of the source material,”
said Bernal.
After two decades of talk about
WtE facilities there is not a single
one operating despite several
initiatives reported in this timeframe.
Then, why is it different this time
around?
According to Morales, this is the
first time that a local government has
established as public policy the use
of solid waste as a source to generate
energy.
“I think it makes a world of
difference. There are internal efforts
and people working hard for it to
happen. Maybe there have been
before, but now we have a cohesive
effort, clearly defined in a government
platform and its public policy. I’m
sure this administration will set the
foundation needed to develop one
EcoElectrica’s liquid-natural-gas (LNG) terminal in Peñuelas is one of
or more projects of this kind,” said
nine such facilities in the United States.
Continued on next page

they are meant to spur economic development.
These plans have to classify the land according
to foreseen uses and at the same time provide
for the infrastructure and resources necessary to
achieve those uses; educational resources, road
infrastructure, electric power—all that is necessary
to develop the land according to the plan. If the
planning is done correctly and if state agencies do
what they have to (which they only did once, in
Ponce) this could work.
Development through land zoning is not attainable unless the government schedules and finances
the infrastructure necessary to achieve the planned
land uses. If you plan to develop certain land for
tourism but don’t build the roads, install the proper sewer system, provide the necessary electrical
power supply and all the rest that is needed, then
the tourism development won’t happen.
So where does the Autonomous Municipalities
Law fit in? The municipality doesn’t only need to
classify its land according to foreseen uses, but
they also have to come up with an eight-year action
program. During those years, the state agencies and
the municipalities have to invest in public works
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Former Gov. Rafael Hernández Colón

to induce the planned development. But the only
case in which state agencies committed themselves
to such public works was in Ponce. When [former
Gov. Pedro] Rosselló came to power he stopped
them. He said: “No, no. From now on you will
attend my priorities, not the priorities established
in this plan for the development of Ponce.” Ponce

took the central government to court because those
public-works projects were legally binding commitments. The courts upheld Ponce’s position, but
only after eight years of litigation. The projects still
haven’t been done to this point.
See all the resistance that exists? A governor
comes in and says: “Here is a decentralization
plan, but I’m going to stop it because now I’m
the one who makes the calls.” And reversing that
policy takes eight years, even though it was illegal
from the beginning. I mean, this is very difficult.
Development ought to come with planning—
planning at a municipal level, at a county or regional level and at the state level. The central
government cannot impose microplanning on the
municipalities.
The Planning Board had precisely this microplanning mission when it was created in 1942
but wasn’t able to do it in any municipality. The
Planning Board never classified the entire lands
of any municipality. It drew a collar around urban
zones and limited zoning to the land inside those
collars. It never attached that zoning with an action
program. This is the origin of today’s land-consultations mess and urban sprawl. If planning doesn’t
drive development, speculation—meaning which
is the cheapest land available—will drive it. 䡲
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CRIM chairman leery of transferring property taxation to a county level
Lists several obstacles to distributing entity’s functions to regional governments
BY MARIO SANTANA

mario@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

T

he possibility of putting property taxes under
a county system faces a range of obstacles,
according to Municipal Revenue Collections
Center (CRIM by its Spanish acronym) Board
Chairman Javier Jiménez Pérez, who is in his
second term as the New Progressive Party mayor
of San Sebastián.
Asked by CARIBBEAN BUSINESS about the
feasibility of transferring the power to levy and
collect property taxes to an intermediate level of
government, Jiménez Pérez’s first reaction was to
list several hurdles to such a move.
Among them, he noted, is the fact that Puerto
Rico’s biggest cities subsidize the cost of running
CRIM, the entity that for the past 18 years has been
responsible for imposing and collecting property
taxes, a chief source of revenue for the island’s 78
town governments. Big cities bring in the highest
property-tax collections, up to 5% of which goes to
pay for CRIM’s operation, Jiménez Pérez said.
Each county would face administrative costs
to identify unregistered real estate and personal
property, appraise it and impose and collect property taxes, leading Jiménez Pérez to wonder where
those funds would come from. If property taxes
were handled at a county or regional level, cashstrapped smaller towns might have to pitch in more
to finance the effort, he said.
Big cities would be the main beneficiaries of
farming CRIM’s work out to counties because their
net property-tax revenue would rise as they unload
their subsidy burdens, Jiménez Pérez said.
Under the existing system, small towns contribute very little or nothing to CRIM’s administrative expenses. Under a county-based property-tax
system, small towns would net less from property
taxes, he warned.
Jiménez Pérez, however, advised against redistributing property-tax revenue among municipalities within a county according to municipal needs

Municipal Revenue Collections Center’s Board
Chairman and San Sebastián Mayor
Javier Jiménez Pérez

as opposed to allocating to each municipality the
collections made within its boundaries.
“The property taxes you collect in a municipality
should be given to that municipality,” he said.
The CRIM chief said that municipal subsidies
should continue to come from the central government, which allocates to city halls 2.5% of the net
internal revenue of the General Fund and 35% of
the annual net revenue derived from the operation
of the additional lottery system.
Jiménez Pérez said that decentralizing CRIM
into counties would require establishing property registries and hiring administrative staff for
each.
“If you have seven counties you would need seven directors, seven accounting offices and seven
human resource offices,” he said.
The San Sebastián mayor questioned whether

a county-level operation, having fewer resources
than CRIM, would be able to deliver monthly remittances of uncollected property taxes to municipalities, as CRIM does.
Even if property-tax collections were transferred
to county-level entities, municipalities would still
have to pay debts to CRIM stemming from the
practice in the 1990s of remitting to city halls more
money than what was collected, he said.
Beyond his list of pitfalls, Jiménez Pérez argued
that the problems that tainted CRIM’s reputation
for years have been fixed or are being corrected
thanks to the changes implemented during his tenure as chairman.
CRIM is now a very different entity from the one
long plagued by corruption, court litigation, delays
in appraising property and awarding unfunded remittances, he said.
“CRIM had such a disastrous beginning that its
development was hobbled. But we have made up
a lot of ground in the past year,” Jiménez Pérez
said.
He cited measures to clear CRIM’s characteristic delays in appraising property saying each of
CRIM’s appraisers currently does an average of
more than 22 property appraisals per week, compared to an average of five before the start of his
tenure.
“I would say that mayors’ quarrels with CRIM
should decrease after all the things we have done
during the past year,” he said.
Jiménez Pérez said that adopting a county level
is not necessary to regionalize administrative offices such as accounting and human resources, or
to regionalize waste management, citing a November amendment to the Autonomous Municipalities
Law that allows establishing consortiums for such
tasks.
He added that the permit overhaul passed last
year may make it unnecessary for municipalities
to acquire full autonomy and the power to consider
permit and rezoning applications as a way to improve permit processes. 

Hernández Colón: ‘Autonomous Municipalities Law was meant to
spur economic development of towns’
‘Following the law’s original provisions would have helped to curb municipal dependence and urban sprawl’
BY MARIO SANTANA

mario@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

T

he dependence of small towns on central
government subsidies, the tangled land-consultations mess and urban sprawl could all have
been contained if governors had followed the
Autonomous Municipalities Law as originally

enacted, according to former Gov. Rafael Hernández Colón.
The former three-term Popular Democratic Party
governor talked about municipal development, as
contemplated in the Autonomous Municipalities
Law that he pushed to passage in 1991, during an exclusive interview with CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS that centered on the feasibility of

adapting the U.S. county system to the island.
What follows are Hernández Colón’s own
words:
The Autonomous Municipalities Law calls for
each municipality to approve its own land-use
plan. These plans are not merely zoning plans;
Continued on next page
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Morales, while acknowledging that
it’s a long and complex process.
In fact, the process could take at
least six years from the moment a
WtE operation is authorized until it
becomes functional.
Nieves said that while there are
independent studies on WtE facilities
and their potential environmental
effects, his agency has not received
a formal presentation for a specific
WtE project.
“There are many elements involved
in determining the right location for
a WtE plant, such as technology,
generating capacity and its impact.
All these variables, which directly
impact the timeframe for opening a
WtE facility, will be considered in
our decision,” said Nieves.

“Waste to energy is an essential part of
our strategy, given that it provides
diversification options, both for solid
waste management and
energy generation.”
Elí Díaz, executive director of the
Solid Waste Management Authority

Prepa has signed two power
purchase agreements for WtE
But according to Nieves, Puerto projects in Caguas (50 MW) and
Rico will have all the necessary Arecibo (55 MW).
elements in place before the end of
EFFORTS IN ALL AREAS
this four-year term conducive to the
Recognizing the imperative need
establishment of WtE operations.

to address economic development,
diversification of energy generation
sources and environmental considerations, Fortuño administration
officials say they are all working
together to achieve the public policy
objectives.
“We are undertaking efforts
in all areas. There is a parallel
implementation, but the impact of
renewable projects will be in a longer
term than the conversion from oil to
natural gas. But that doesn’t mean its
implementation is being left for later.
If we keep delaying those options,
we’ll never get to the goal,” said
Bernal.
“Everything is being done now. If
we don’t do it now, we will never
achieve the objectives. We will first
see conversion from oil to natural gas,
then renewable energy projects and
then WtE,” concluded Morales. 

Natural gas: the cleanest fossil fuel catches on
BY CARLOS MÁRQUEZ &
GINA M. HERNÁNDEZ

cmarquez@caribbeanbusinesspr.com;
gina@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

N

atural gas has emerged as a
popular fuel for the generation of electricity because it burns
cleaner than oil and its price is lower
and more stable than petroleum. It is
considered the cleanest fossil fuel.
Of the 23,475 megawatts (MW) of
new generation capacity planned in
the U.S. in 2009, more than 50%, or
12,334 MW, called for natural gas.
According to the Energy Information
Administration (EIA), natural
gas-fired electricity generation is
expected to increase dramatically

over the next 20 years as the new
capacity that is being constructed
comes online.
The use of natural gas in some
of Puerto Rico Electric Power
Authority (Prepa) generation plants
as a substitute for the oil currently
burned would allow for a reduction
of 65% of the contaminants
regulated by local agencies and
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and at least 30% of
carbon-dioxide emissions.
The latter, while not presently
regulated, could be in the near future
given growing concerns over global
warming. Because carbon dioxide
makes up such a high proportion

of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions,
reducing carbon-dioxide emissions
can play a huge role in combating
the greenhouse effect and global
warming, according to scientists
and environmentalists.
In the 1970s and 1980s, most

electric utility generators opted
for large oil-, coal- or nuclearpowered plants. Due to economic,
environmental and technological
changes, natural gas has emerged
as the fuel of choice for new power
plants.
New technology has allowed
natural gas to play an increasingly
important role in the clean
generation of electricity. Regulations
surrounding the emissions of power
plants have forced these electric
generators to come up with new
methods of generating power, while
lessening environmental impact.
That has spurred a dramatic surge
in the use of natural gas. 
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Natural gas: A hot commodity that is cheaper than oil
BY CARLOS MÁRQUEZ &
GINA M. HERNÁNDEZ

cmarquez@caribbeanbusinesspr.com;
gina@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

T

he government’s inability to
articulate a cohesive public
energy policy coupled with the
Puerto Rico Electric Power
Authority’s (Prepa) failure to
implement the necessary fueldiversification strategy for electric
energy generation has literally cost
consumers billions of dollars over
the past decade.
Between fiscal 2001 and fiscal
2009, Prepa spent $12.9 billion
burning oil to generate electricity.
That averages more than $1.4 billion
a year, much of which was passed
on to the public utility’s clients.
The situation deteriorated as
the price of a barrel of oil (net of
handling costs) to Prepa surged
from an average of $39.22 in fiscal
2005 to a high of $84.18 in fiscal

Prepa’s Oil Cost
FISCAL YEAR
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
Total:

$ IN BILLIONS
$ 0.758
$ 0.776
$ 0.890
$ 0.954
$ 1.631
$ 1.523
$ 2.068
$ 2.398
$ 1.919
$12.917

Source: Prepa

average price was $72.08. The total
cost of oil between FY ’05 and FY
’09 was $9.54 billion, representing
an average of $1.91 billion a year.
Substituting 50% of the oil bought
during the past 10 years with
natural gas would have cut fuel costs
by about $4.2 billion, savings that
would have stayed in Puerto Rico
to help move the dormant economy.
Prepa would have gone a long
way in diversifying its sources of
electric energy generation, reducing
the island’s dependence on oil and
cutting the electric bills that have
hobbled Prepa’s clients principally
due to the high cost of petroleum.
The private sector insists the high
cost of energy in Puerto Rico is the
single biggest impediment to industrial promotion on the island.

ENERGY IS ENERGY

2008 and $76.23 in FY ’09. For the
first six months of fiscal 2010 the

Historically, natural gas has carried a lower cost than diesel oil.

Historical price difference
between natural gas and oil
U.S. natural gas
electric power
price ($ per

West Texas
Intermediate
(WTI) spot price

thousand cubic feet)

($ per barrel)

Conversion of
natural gas
prices to
oil equivalent

$4.38
$4.61
$3.68
$5.57
$6.11
$8.47
$7.11
$7.31
$9.26
$4.89

$30.38
$25.98
$26.18
$31.08
$41.51
$56.64
$66.05
$72.34
$99.67
$61.95

$26.28
$27.66
$22.08
$33.42
$36.66
$50.82
$42.66
$43.86
$55.56
$29.34

$ 4.10
-$ 1.68
$ 4.10
-$ 2.34
$ 4.85
$ 5.82
$23.39
$28.48
$44.11
$32.61

13.50%
-6.47%
15.66%
-7.53%
11.68%
10.28%
35.41%
39.37%
44.26%
52.64%

$7.41
$6.14

$71.33
$51.18

$44.45
$36.83

$26.88
$14.34

37.68%
28.02%

YEAR
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
Five-year average:
Ten-year average:

Price
differential

Percent
differential

Source: Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy

“On April 15, natural
gas traded at $4.15
($/MMBtu) and a
barrel of oil (West
Texas Intermediate,
WTI) at $85.51
because of the big
reserves in the U.S.
and Canada.”
The two prices tended to move
together in the early part of the
decade, but have diverged significantly over the past few years, with
natural gas selling at approximately one-third lower than the price
of oil in terms of British thermal
units (BTU) content. (See chart.)
U.S. Department of Energy projections indicate the cost of natural
gas will stay 30%-40% lower than
the cost of oil for the next 25 years.
On April 15, natural gas traded at
$4.15 ($/MMBtu) and a barrel of oil
(West Texas Intermediate, WTI) at
$85.51 because of the big reserves
in the U.S. and Canada. The energy
equivalency of natural gas to oil
was $24.90, or 71%, less expensive.
In 2008, Puerto Rico’s cost of
energy was just over 22 cents
per kWh, the second highest in the U.S. after Hawaii. In
2009, it was more than 21 cents.
The island’s private sector is
firmly behind the increased use
of natural gas as one of the steps
that must be taken to bring energy costs down. Business leaders
and trade organizations argue that
Puerto Rico needs to cut electricity costs by as much as half to be
competitive with other investment
jurisdictions and significantly
reduce the cost of doing business for existing operations. 

GOVERNMENT
CNE
Continued from previous page

created distortions in the local economy which has
limited its growth potential. While the corporate
tax rate of 39% is sky-high, very few companies
are taxed at this rate. Moreover, the government
has never analyzed the effectiveness of these tax
credits.
The CNE argues that the government should
lower the corporate tax rate to between 10% and
12%, but allow very few deductions or exemptions to that rate. It also recommends requiring
the government to release annual reports on the
cost and effectiveness of the credits.

“While the tax system
created during the 1950s was
designed to promote economic
development, with the passage
of time it has evolved into a
complex matrix of credits,
deductions, exclusions and
exemptions, which is difficult
to administer, creates inequality
and limits our competitiveness.”
– CNE Policy Director Sergio Marxuach

Such a change would get the government out of
the business of trying to pick economic winners,
which they have done poorly, and it would free
businesses from spending too much time and effort
trying to win approval for such special tax credits,
CNE officials said.
Tax Reform Committee Executive Director Xenia Vélez said her committee will have a broad
outline of its proposal by summer and will send a
series of recommendations to the governor, who
will make the final decisions on the reform. Once
that is done, the rest of the summer will be spent
drafting the reform’s statutory language with an
eye toward introducing it in the Legislature in
September.
Vélez said she is aiming at a “wide-ranging,
sweeping reform” that will likely be implemented
in stages.
While some middle-class tax relief is expected to
take effect immediately so taxpayers feel the relief
in returns they file in April 2011 for the current
2010 tax year, other measures would take effect
according to a future schedule.
The committee is currently undertaking a “rigorous” cost-benefit analysis of every existing tax
incentive as it aims to fashion a wide-ranging reform, including several tax incentives the Fortuño
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administration has frozen as part of the fiscal emergency measures it instituted upon taking office.
Vélez said the committee would strive to bring
“rigor” to the incentives review, which would
also take into account how soon the government
recoups the forgone revenue and the impact on
economic development.
Besides Vélez, the committee includes House

Treasury Committee Chairman Antonio Silva, Senate Treasury Committee Chairwoman
Migdalia Padilla, Treasury Secretary Juan Carlos
Puig, Government Development Bank President
Carlos García, Economic Development & Commerce Secretary José Ramón Pérez-Riera and
La Fortaleza Chief of Staff Marcos RodríguezEma. 

GOVERNMENT
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Think tank: Overhaul should lower rates, simplify system and expand tax base
marino@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

T

he Fortuño administration’s proposed revamp
of the Puerto Rico Tax Code should be comprehensive and work to simplify the system, while
lowering tax rates and expanding the tax base.
Those are the basic ingredients to any successful tax reform, according the Center for the New
Economy (CNE), an independent, nonpartisan
institution which aims to create a prosperous, balanced and equitable economy for Puerto Rico.
“Whatever reform the administration presents
should be evaluated to see to what extent it complies or not with these basic principles,” said CNE
Executive Director Miguel Soto-Class.
CNE officials believe a reform of Puerto Rico’s
tax code is urgently needed. While the current
economic crisis may present the administration
the opportunity to undertake as sweeping a reform
as is required, there will be enormous political
pressure on the executive branch and lawmakers

Center for the New Economy Policy Director
Sergio Marxuach

to retain some tax breaks that favor certain interests, they said.
“While the tax system created during the 1950s
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P.R. energy deals should spark Japan’s interest

CNE pushes for ‘comprehensive’ tax reform
BY JOHN MARINO

29

Japanese firms interested in deploying energy-efficiency technology here

was designed to promote economic development,
with the passage of time it has evolved into a complex matrix of credits, deductions, exclusions and
exemptions, which is difficult to administer, creates inequality and limits our competitiveness,”
said CNE Policy Director Sergio Marxuach.
Because the system complexity is part of the
problem, the reform of it needs to be comprehensive, including all taxes, credits and exemptions,
he added. Past partial reforms of the system have
only added to its complexity.
Expanding the tax base, through the elimination of some existing credits and exemptions, will
simplify the system, allow for the lowering of
basic tax rates and create a more equitable system.
The system will then be easier for the government to oversee and will add to people’s faith in
the fairness of the system, which will also help
compliance.
The CNE also argues that the great number of tax
credits extended to certain economic sectors has
Continued on next page

BY JOHN MARINO

marino@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

J

apanese companies are potential
partners for Puerto Rico as the
island government looks to lure
offshore investment to diversify its
energy production and increase energy efficiency.
That’s the word from Ambassador
Shinichi Nishimiya, the consul
general of Japan in New York, who
said that the “Green New Deal”
being pushed by President Barack
Obama and Puerto Rico’s need to
diversify its power production are
creating the type of environment
that could lure investment from the
Asian economic powerhouse. And
the new public-private partnership
law could provide the vehicle to
make such an investment a reality,
he added.
Nishimiya, who visited Puerto
Rico last week to scout for possibilities to increase cultural and commercial ties between the Island and
his country, said Japan sees “great
potential” to both profit from and
contribute to world development in
the current landscape of great economic and energy challenges and
Obama’s new energy policies.
“Japanese companies, and the
government actually, are trying to
see how Japanese technology, which
is first-rate in these areas, might be
deployed throughout the world,”
Nishimiya said. “This would not

only be business but also a chance
to help bring improvements in terms
of less carbon emission and more
efficient use of energy.
“Puerto Rico appears to be one
of the many places inclined toward
new renewable energy, and you
really can’t wait 20 years for solar,”
the consul general added.
Japan, like Puerto Rico, for years
relied too heavily on imported and
costly oil for its power production,
and in 1989 had among the highest
energy rates in the world. That was
one of the factors that drove Japanese
industry into becoming world
leaders in the efficient use of energy,
which is evident in everything from
consumer electronics to automobiles
to high-speed trains.
Since the oil crisis in the 1970s,
the country has been diversifying
its power production base, moving
away from oil toward increased
natural gas and nuclear sources.
Today, Japan still uses oil for 45%
of its power generation, but the
remainder is balanced between coal
(21%), nuclear (15%), natural gas
(14%) and hydropower.
Besides diversifying production
methods, Japan has also aggressively
sought to diversify its fuel sources,
buying from a number of different
regions and countries, a strategy
that also works to ensure supply
and hold prices down.
“Of course, the quest for
alternatives is endless. Japan, like

Japanese
firms
routinely
participate as subcontractors and
main consortium partners on
pipeline and power-plant projects
throughout the world, Nishimiya
said. And they also supply important
equipment that is put to use in such
projects.
“These long-term energy projects
have the potential to interest
Japanese companies. They work as
subcontractors or main consortiums.

Ambassador Shinichi Nishimiya,
the consul general of Japan
in New York

Puerto Rico, still imports most of
its fuel,” Nishimiya said, pointing to
the current Japanese administration
plan to cut carbon emissions by 25%
by 2020.
That aggressive goal is also
sparking “renewed interest in
natural gas as a clean-burning fuel
and to make the most out of nuclear
power,” he added.

Japan, like
Puerto Rico, for years
relied too heavily on
imported and costly
oil for its power
production, and
in 1989 had among
the highest energy
rates in the world.

There are many formats. The point
really is to make sure to let these
people know about what is going on
in Puerto Rico,” he said. 䡲

